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SAN FRANCISCO: The new Google digital as-
sistant converses so naturally it may seem like a
real person. The unveiling of the natural-sounding
robo-assistant by the tech giant this week wowed
some observers, but left others fretting over the
ethics of how the human-seeming software might
be used. Google chief Sundar Pichai played a
recording of the Google Assistant independently
calling a hair salon and a restaurant to make
bookings-interacting with staff who evidently
didn’t realize they were dealing with artificial in-
telligence software, rather than a real customer.

Tell the Google Assistant to book a table for
four at 6:00 pm, it tends to the phone call in a
human-sounding voice complete with “speech
disfluencies” such as “ums” and “uhs.” “This is
what people often do when they are gathering
their thoughts,” Google engineers Yaniv
Leviathan and Yossi Matias said in a Duplex
blog post. Google Assistant artificial intelli-
gence enhanced with “Duplex” technology that
let it engage like a real person on the phone
was a surprise and, for some unsettling, star of
the internet giant’s annual developers confer-
ence this week in its home town of Mountain
View, California.

The digital assistant was also programmed to
understand when to respond quickly, such as
after someone says “hello,” versus pausing as a
person might before answering complex ques-
tions. Google pitched the enhanced assistant as
a potential boon to busy people and small busi-
nesses which lack websites customers can use
to make appointments.  “Our vision for our as-
sistant is to help you get things done,” Pichai

told the approximately 7,000 developers at the
Google I/O conference, along with an online au-
dience watching his streamed presentation on
Tuesday. Google will be testing the digital assis-
tant improvement in the months ahead.

Realistic robocallers 
The Duplex demonstration was quickly fol-

lowed by debate over whether people answering
phones should be told when they are speaking
to human-sounding software and how the tech-
nology might be abused in the form of more
convincing “robocalls” by marketers or political
campaigns. “Google Duplex is the most incred-
ible, terrifying thing out of #IO18 so far,”
tweeted Chris Messina, a product designer
whose resume includes Google and bringing the
idea of the hashtag to Twitter.

Google Duplex is an important development
and signals an urgent need to figure out proper
governance of machines that can fool people
into thinking they are human, according to Kay
Firth-Butterfield, head of the AI and machine
learning project at the World Economic Forum’s
Center for the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
“These machines could call on behalf of political
parties and make ever more convincing recom-
mendations for voting,” Firth-Butterfield rea-
soned. “Will children be able to use these agents
and receive calls from them?”

Digital assistants making arrangements for
people also raises the question of who is respon-
sible for mistakes, such as a no-show or cancel-
lation fee for an appointment set for the wrong
time. At a time of heightened concerns about on-

line privacy, there were also worries expressed
about what kind of data digital assistants might
collect and who gets access to it. “My sense is
that humans in general don’t mind talking to ma-
chines so long as they know they are doing so,”
read a post credited to Lauren Weinstein in a
chat forum below the Duplex blog post.

An array of comments at Twitter contended

there was an ethical breach to not letting peo-
ple know they were conversing with software.
“If you’ve grown up watching ‘Star Trek TNG’
like me then you probably considered natural
voice interactions with computers a thing of
the future,” read a post by Andreas Schafer in
the blog chat forum. “Well, looks like the future
is here.”—AFP 

New Google Assistant 
sparks ethics questions

Human-sounding AI potential boon to busy people 

Apple fells plans 
for Ireland data 
centre over trees
DUBLIN: US tech giant Apple announced yes-
terday it had shelved plans to build an 850-mil-
lion-euro data centre in Ireland over a court
battle with conservationists seeking to preserve
a forest. “Several years ago we applied to build
a data centre at Athenry. Despite our best ef-
forts, delays in the approval process have forced
us to make other plans and we will not be able
to move forward with the data centre,” the com-
pany said in a statement.

“While disappointing, this setback will not
dampen our enthusiasm for future projects in
Ireland as our business continues to grow.” The
Silicon Valley giant believed it had got the green
light in October when a High Court judge dis-
missed appeals brought by three campaigners,
who were concerned about the environmental
impact of the project which was to occupy
nearly 166,000 square meters, or roughly 40
Premier League football pitches, in County Gal-
way, west Ireland. But the campaigners won last
week their Supreme Court bid for their appeal

to be heard, delaying the process even further.
Apple said it was “proud of the many contribu-
tions we make” to the Irish economy, and in-
sisted it was still “deeply committed to our
employees and customers” in Ireland. The proj-
ect, which was first announced three years ago,
would have been the biggest private investment
in western Ireland. Apple has its European head-
quarters based in the southern Irish city of Cork,
but has run into problems in the country. The
Irish government last month said it was signing
a deal for the US tech giant to pay 13 billion
euros in back taxes as ordered by the European
Commission, which said it had received favorable
terms that amounted to state aid. —AFP

BEIJING: In this file photo taken shows Apple
logos on a computer screen in Beijing.—AFP 

CALIFORNIA: Google CEO Sundar Pichai delivers the keynote address at the Google I/O 2018
Conference at Shoreline Amphitheater in Mountain View, California.—AFP 

More execs exit
as Nike confronts 
workplace 
harassment
NEW YORK: Nike has dismissed additional ex-
ecutives as it moves to address a workplace cul-
ture marred by sexual harassment and bullying,
embarrassing a brand that has self-defined
around equality and empowerment. The latest
departures, confirmed Wednesday by a Nike
spokeswoman, consist of five executives, includ-
ing one woman, and lift the total exits to around
a dozen, including former president Trevor Ed-
wards, who had been seen as a CEO in waiting.

Since Edwards’ departure was announced in
March, US media reports have chronicled myr-
iad cases in which women were subjected to
sexual harassment and often passed up for pro-
motions in a boorish frat-like culture. The reve-
lations have come amid a broader rethink in US
society over gender relations following the
downfall of Hollywood mogul Harvey Weinstein
and the ensuing “#MeToo” movement that has
toppled numerous figures across business, pol-

itics and entertainment. Remaining Nike brass
have said little publicly about the staffing over-
haul beyond chief executive Mark Parker’s re-
marks in March emphasizing the need to address
“some behavioral issues” that clashed with
Nike’s culture. “I’m committed to ensure that we
have an environment where every Nike em-
ployee can have a positive experience and reach
their full potential,” Parker said on a March 22
earnings conference call.

The upheaval comes as Nike has experienced
sales stagnation in North America, offset in the
most recent quarter by a strong performance in
China and other overseas markets. CFRA Re-
search analyst Victor Ahluwalia said it was too
soon to know if the problems would further dent
North Americans sales, but he predicted the com-
pany’s travails could trouble consumers.  Nike’s
famous “Just Do It” slogan emphasizes empow-
erment, as do sponsorships of iconic athletes such
as Michael Jordan and Serena Williams.

“The company was viewed as progressive
and kind of millennial friendly, so for something
like this to happen with a brand that comes with
that kind of a message was shocking,” said
Ahluwalia. But Ahluwalia praised the company
for “being proactive,” in contrast to other com-
panies that responded to workplace scandals
only after problems publicly surfaced, usually in
media reports.  —AFP


